Great Hall

* = tables to be removed for dancing
Great Hall

* = tables to be removed for dancing
Great Hall

Band on stage

cake

gift

Class of 1924 Reception Room

elevator

double-sided buffet

reserved

reserved

buffets to be removed for dancing after dinner
Great Hall

* = tables to be removed for dancing
Seating for 269
Tripp Commons

SEATING FOR 120 + HEAD TABLE

* = tables to be removed for dancing
Tripp Commons

Seating for 160 + Head Table

* = tables to be removed for dancing
Tripp Commons

Band 15ftx8ft

Tripp Deck

Cake

HT=14

Gift

Serve

Bar #1

Face card

*=Tables to be removed for dancing
Tripp Commons Deck
Room set for 216

Varsity Hall 3  Varsity Hall 2  Varsity Hall 1

HEAD TABLE ON RISERS
Head Table for 16

8 foot DJ

Late night food table

Bar table and rolling bar

Gift table

Cupcake tables

Wall closed all night

Place card table